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Abstract 

Background: Magnetic Resonance Image-guided Radiotherapy (MRIgRT) has the potential to improve outcomes for 

glioblastoma (GBM) by adapting to tumor changes during RT. This study quantifies inter-fraction dynamics (tumor size, 

position, and geometry) based on sequential MRIs obtained during standard 6 week chemoradiation (CRT).  

Methods: Sixty-one patients were prospectively imaged with gadolinium-enhanced T1 (T1c) and T2/FLAIR axial sequences 

at planning (Fx0), fraction 10 (Fx10), fraction 20 (Fx20), and one-month post CRT (P1M). Gross tumor volumes (GTV) and 

clinical target volumes (CTV) were contoured at all time points. Target dynamics were quantified by absolute volume (V), 

volume relative to Fx0 (Vrel), and the migration distance (dmigrate; the linear displacement of the GTV or CTV relative to Fx0). 

Temporal changes were assessed using a linear mixed effect model. 

Results: Median V at Fx0, Fx10, Fx20, and at P1M for the GTV were 18.4 cm3 (range: 1.1–110.5 cm3), 14.7 cm3 (range: 0.9-

115.1 cm3), 13.7 cm3 (range: 0.6-174.2 cm3) and 13.0 cm3 (range: 0.9-76.3 cm3), respectively, with corresponding median V-

rel of 0.88, 0.77 and 0.71 at Fx10, Fx20 and P1M (relative to Fx0, p < 0.001 for all), respectively. The GTVdmigrate and 

CTVdmigrate at Fx10, Fx20 and P1M, were greater than 5 mm in 46%/54%, 50%/58%, and 52%/57% of patients, respectively. 

Dynamic tumour morphological changes were observed with 40% of patients exhibiting a decreased GTV volume (Vrel ≤ 1) 

with a dmigrate > 5 mm during CRT.  

Conclusions: Clinically meaningful tumor dynamics were observed during CRT for GBM, supporting evaluation of daily 

MRIgRT and treatment plan adaptation. 

 

Keywords 

Glioblastoma multiforme, tumor dynamics, magnetic resonance image-guided radiotherapy, intensity-modulated 

radiotherapy, adaptive replanning 
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Ethics Statement: This trial is approved by local institutional Research Ethics Board. Project Identification Number: xxx-
xxxx 
 

Introduction 

Treatment for glioblastoma (GBM) remains challenging with 5-year overall survival (OS) rates remaining at ~5% 

despite aggressive therapy [1]. The standard of care for eligible patients following maximal surgical resection consists of 30 

fractions of radiotherapy (RT) concurrent with temozolomide (TMZ), followed by maintenance monthly TMZ for 6 months 

[1]. While MRI is the gold standard for defining both target and organ-at-risk (OAR) structures at the time of RT planning [2, 

3], the next clinical MRI is typically performed 4-6 weeks following RT completion. Image-based monitoring of a patient’s 

tumor during RT is not a standard of care. Although there are limited studies evaluating inter-fraction MRI during a course of 

RT, they have typically been limited to a single imaging time point during the six weeks, and evaluated the predictive 

potential of functional imaging sequences without quantifying structural changes in tumor volumes [4-6]. 

Daily cone-beam CT (CBCT) linear accelerator image-guidance allows for bony anatomy matching to ensure 

precision of delivery, but does not permit soft tissue tumor visualization. With the advent of on-board MRI linear accelerators 

(MRL) [7, 8], the treatment paradigm is changing to daily tumor visualization. Our center has focused on developing a 

treatment protocol [9] for GBM with a 1.5T MRL (Elekta Unity, Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden). Our hypothesis was that 

significant inter-fraction changes in GBM tumor volume occur during a 6-week course of CRT, and that the assumption of 

modest geometric target changes may not hold true. The goal of this investigation was to quantify target volume changes 

during a 6-week standard fractionated RT course based upon a prospective sequential MRI research protocol. Such 

information is critical to inform techniques designed to improve the therapeutic ratio, such as smaller margins to account for 

uncertainty in delivery and the surrounding tissue at risk of microscopic disease extension [10-12], dose escalation [6, 13], 

and treatment adaptation to anatomical tumor volume changes [4, 14].  

Methods and Materials 

Patient characteristics and imaging 

 Sixty-one patients with GBM participated in this prospective research ethics board approved imaging trial. All 

patients had undergone maximal surgical resection or biopsy, and planned for a 6 week course of concurrent chemoradiation 

(CRT).  

For clinical treatment, the gross tumor volume (GTV) was defined as the surgical resection cavity plus any residual 

enhancing tumor. The clinical target volume (CTV) was defined as a 1.5 cm isotropic expansion of the GTV respecting 
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anatomical barriers with the planning target volume (PTV) added as a 4 mm isotropic expansion to the CTV. All patients 

were treated with either 60 Gy (51/61) or 54 Gy (10/61) in 30 fractions delivered to the PTV. The imaging protocol included 

axial gadolinium enhanced T1-weighted (T1c) and T2/FLAIR volumetric MRIs at four time points: RT planning (Fx0), 

fractions 10 (Fx10) and 20 (Fx20) during CRT, and one-month post the last RT fraction (P1M). Patient characteristics are 

summarized in Table 1. The Fx0 MRI was acquired at a median of 19.5 days after surgery (range: 6-34 days); 52/61 (85%) 

patients had their Fx0 MRI between 10-20 days following surgery. The Fx10 MRI was acquired a median of 21 days after 

Fx0 (range: 15-29 days). 

Thirteen of the 61 (21%) patients were imaged with a 3T Philips Achieva scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, 

Netherlands) using post-Gadolinium T1-weighted (TR/TE = 9.5/2.3 ms; 0.49x0.49x1.50 mm voxels) and T2/FLAIR (TR/TE 

= 9000/125 ms; 0.43x0.43x5.00 mm voxels) sequences. The remaining 48 patients (79%) were imaged with a 1.5T Philips 

Ingenia system, again with a volumetric axial T1c (TR/TE = 6.2/4.7 ms; 0.50x0.50x1.00 mm voxels) and T2/FLAIR (TR/TE 

= 4800/291 ms; 0.56x0.56x2.00 mm voxels) sequences. The field strength of the second scanner (1.5T) matches that of the 

MRL currently treating patients at our institution [Error! Reference source not found.5]. All 61 patients completed the first 

three imaging sessions (Fx0, Fx10, and Fx20), and 54/61 (89%) went on to complete imaging at P1M. The P1M imaging 

time point does not explicitly capture inter-fraction target dynamics; it serves to put changes in context of a typical treatment 

response assessment scan.  

Target definitions  

 At each time point, all target volumes were defined on T1c images using the Pinnacle treatment planning system (v. 

9.8.0; Philips Medical Systems, Fitchburg, Wisconsin). In keeping with our institutional protocol and the recommendations 

of the MR-Linac International Consortium Research Group [16], the GTV was contoured as the surgical resection cavity plus 

any residual enhancing tumor. The CTV was defined as a 1.5 cm isotropic expansion of the GTV respecting anatomical 

barriers. All volumes were independently reviewed by a senior radiation oncologist (xx) to ensure consistency, and imported 

into the Monaco treatment planning system (Monaco Research v. 5.10; Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) for analyses. 

Tumor dynamics assessment 

 Target dynamics were quantified using the GTV and CTV contours from the Fx10, Fx20, and P1M image-datasets, 

all of which were rigidly co-registered to their respective Fx0 image. The following metrics were evaluated: 

1) Absolute (V) and relative (Vrel) GTV and CTV: Vrel is defined as the absolute volume of the target at each time 

point relative to the respective Fx0 volume.  Vrel decreases if Vrel is ≤ 1, and increases if Vrel is > 1. 
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2) Target migration distance (dmigrate):  As outlined in Figure 1, dmigrate is the maximum linear distance in any 

direction that the target departs from its respective Fx0 volume. The migration of the target volume was 

considered minor if dmigrate was ≤ 5 mm and major if dmigrate was > 5 mm. Eleven patients with presence of 

multifocal/multicentric disease foci at any timepoint were excluded from this calculation, leaving 50, 50, and 44 

patients for analysis at Fx10, Fx20, and P1M, respectively. Combining the dmigrate and Vrel yields four distinct 

combinations or morphologic changes that are illustrated in Figure 1(b). 

The concept of dmigrate was used to put into context morphological target changes relative to our margin concepts in 

RT. A 5 mm threshold was chosen to reflect internationally accepted planning target volume (PTV) expansions [17-18] to 

account for target motion and setup margin. In addition, a 5 mm dmigrate for the GTV mirrors the intent to reduce margins 

within the academic community, as recently reported by a small margin phase 1/2 trial [12], and is intended to inform the 

design of our future protocol using the MRL.  

Statistical Analysis 

Linear mixed models were used to determine the relationship between target dynamics (GTV/CTV volumes and 

migration distances) and time, where time was considered as both a categorical and continuous variable. Time was also 

modelled as a fixed effect with random intercepts modelled for each patient to account for repeated measurements. Normality 

of the outcome measures were assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk test and, as a result of failing this test, V and dmigrate for both 

the CTV and GTV were first log-transformed for stabilization. Linear mixed models were fit using the lme4 package (v1.1-

21) and p-values were generated using the Satterthwaite method with the lmerTest package (v3.1-1) in the R statistical 

platform (v3.6.2). Logit-linked general linear mixed models were used to determine whether the proportion of patients with 

major dmigrate (>5 mm) for each target changed over time as a categorical variable. Multinomial mixed logistic regression 

(Stata v15.1) was used to determine whether patients on average transitioned between the distinct morphologic categories 

(Figure 1(b)) over time. All linear mixed model parameter estimation was carried out with the maximal likelihood method. A 

p-value of 0.05 was used for statistical significance. No a priori sample number was calculated given this is an exploratory 

prospective study.  

Results 

Absolute and relative target volumes 

 As summarized in Figure 2(a), the median V for the GTV at Fx0 was 18.4 cm3 (range: 1.1-110.5 cm3, interquartile 

range (IQR): 27.6 cm3) and decreased to 14.7 (range: 0.9-115.1 cm3, IQR: 30.7 cm3), 13.7 (range: 0.6-174.2 cm3, IQR: 27.6 
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cm3), and 13.0 (range: 0.9-76.3 cm3, IQR: 24.5 cm3) at Fx10, Fx20, and P1M, respectively. The median GTV Vrel were 0.88 

(range: 0.34-1.40), 0.77 (range: 0.09-2.13) and 0.71 (range: 0.17-3.80) at Fx10, Fx20, and P1M, respectively. The GTV was 

observed to decrease for most patients at each time point as indicated in Figure 2(a): 44 (72%), 49 (80%), and 44 (81%) 

patients had a Vrel ≤ 1 at Fx10, Fx20, and P1M, respectively. Relative to Fx0, this decrease was statistically significant at all 

three time points (p<0.001). Similarly, the decrease in V was statistically significant from Fx10 to both Fx20 and P1M 

(p=0.013 and p=0.002, respectively), but not from Fx20 to P1M (p=0.46). 

 The median V for the CTV also decreased over time. As detailed in Figure 2(b), the specific values were 114.6 cm3 

(range: 33.9-374.1 cm3, IQR: 76.8 cm3), 106.7 (range: 29.9-370.5 cm3, IQR: 108.2 cm3), 99.3 (range: 27.5-401.2 cm3, IQR: 

100.5 cm3), and 101.7 (range: 30.3-376.0 cm3, IQR: 87.3 cm3)  at Fx0, Fx10, Fx20, and P1M, respectively. The median CTV 

Vrel were 0.96 (range: 0.59-1.37), 0.88 (range: 0.41-1.63), and 0.86 (range: 0.39-2.38) at Fx10, Fx20, and P1M, respectively. 

Again, this decrease, relative to Fx0, was statistically significant at all time points (p=0.027, p<0.0001, and p<0.0001, 

respectively). The CTV volume decrease was also statistically significant from Fx10 to both Fx20 and P1M (p=0.023 and 

p=0.008, respectively), but not from Fx20 to P1M (p=0.61). 

 

Target migration 

The dmigrate for the GTV and CTV are summarized for all patients in Figure 3. For the GTV, 23 (46%), 25 (50%), 

and 23 (52%) patients had a major dmigrate (> 5 mm) at Fx10, Fx20, and P1M, respectively. The magnitude of the migration 

distance was particularly striking at the individual patient level; GTV dmigrate was > 10 mm in 10 (20%), 8 (16%), and 8 (18%) 

and > 15 mm in 2 (4%), 3 (6%), and 4 (9%) patients at Fx10, Fx20, and P1M, respectively, and reached a maximum value of 

17.3, 21.2, and 31.5 mm at the same time points, respectively. The dmigrate for the CTV showed similar trends with 27 (54%), 

29 (58%), and 25 (57%) patients having a dmigrate > 5 mm at Fx10, Fx20, and P1M, respectively. The CTV dmigrate was > 10 

mm in 9 (18%), 6 (12%), and 8 (18%) and > 15 mm in 3 (6%), 1 (2%), and 4 (9%) of patients with maximum values of 16.2, 

22.8, and 31.7 mm at Fx10, Fx20, and P1M, respectively. No statistically significant changes in the log-transformed dmigrate 

with respect to time were observed for both the GTV and CTV (p=0.32 and p=0.13, respectively). Relative to Fx0, 

consequential inter-fraction migration distances are observed across the patient cohort. For example, as outlined in the right 

side plots of Figure 3, 58% and 66% of patients had a dmigrate > 5 mm for the GTV and CTV, respectively, at either Fx10 or 

20. Similarly, 26%/24% and 8%/8% of patients had a dmigrate greater than 10 and 15 mm, respectively, for the GTV and CTV. 
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Correlation of target volumes and migration 

 The correlation between target volume changes and the migration distance for the GTV and CTV are summarized in 

Figure 4. The plots are segmented according to minor/major dmigrate and increasing/decreasing Vrel as outlined in the 

schematic of Figure 1(b). A considerable number of patients had a major GTV migration (dmigrate > 5 mm) even in the context 

of a decreasing GTV volume (Vrel ≤ 1). Specifically, 10 (21%), 16 (33%), and 14 (34%) patients had both Vrel ≤ 1 and dmigrate 

> 5 mm at Fx10, Fx20, and P1M, respectively. Driven by these GTV dynamics, the CTV showed a similar trend: 16 (32%), 

19 (38%), and 16 (36%) of patients had a major CTV dmigrate with a decreasing CTV Vrel at Fx10, Fx20, and P1M, 

respectively. There were no statistically significant changes in the number of patients in, nor in crossover between, the four 

quadrants of Figure 4.  

 Illustrative representative relationships between the GTV Vrel and GTV dmigrate for five individual patients are shown 

in Figure 5: 

(a) The sole patient at any time point with an increasing GTV Vrel and minor dmigrate (Vrel = 1.01 and dmigrate = 4.5 

mm at Fx10). 

(b) The smallest Vrel for any patient at any time point as per a Vrel of 0.09 at Fx20. Though the non-Fx0 GTVs are 

entirely within the boundary of the Fx0 GTV on the depicted slice, the non-Fx0 GTV extends outside the Fx0 

on other slices. As a result, dmigrate was non-zero at each time point. 

(c) A large GTV dmigrate in the presence of a decreasing GTV volume (Vrel = 0.85 and dmigrate = 17.2 mm at Fx20). 

(d) The largest absolute and relative GTV volume observed in this patent cohort with a V/Vrel of 115.1 cm3/1.40 

and 174.2 cm3/2.13 at Fx10 and Fx20, respectively. This GTV of this patient also had the largest Fx20 dmigrate at 

21.2 mm. 

(e) The largest GTV migration distance observed at Fx10 with a dmigrate of 17.3 mm. 

Discussion 
 

The concept of radiation target volumes for GBM continues to evolve with improved understanding of tumor 

biology and patterns of treatment failure, alongside advances in imaging modalities and radiation delivery systems. As a 

result, treatment volumes have shifted from whole brain radiotherapy, to partial brain radiotherapy, to IGRT-based conformal 

techniques or fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy. This shift is predicated on the re-evaluation of the CTV based upon 

treatment failure analysis [19-22], treatment related toxicity [23-25] and improved understanding of the peritumoral at risk 

volume [13, 26-29].  
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 These insights motivate a re-evaluation of the PTV, the geometric construct which accounts for tumor 

motion/changes as well as margin for potential setup and image-verification error. Landmark studies evaluating radiation 

therapy outcomes from the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) and the Radiation 

Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) defined their treatment volume in a single or 2-phase fashion as GTV plus a 2-3 cm 

expansion to field edge [1, 30], while more contemporary treatment protocols typically define a PTV in terms of a CTV 

expanded by a 3-5 mm margin [17-18]. Recent consensus contouring recommendations from the MR-Linac International 

Consortium Research Group suggest a 1.5 cm expansion on GTV to define the CTV [16]. In addition to treatment of the 

peritumoral region at risk, these large volumetric expansions likely account for the majority of intra-fraction tumor dynamic 

changes. However, with the trend towards decreasing the CTV and PTV, there may be an unintended negative impact on 

target coverage based upon unrecognized tumor cavity dynamics in the absence of on-treatment MRI. As the PTV is a fixed 

planning objective, this study aimed to identify and quantify these cavity dynamic changes to better inform margin selection 

and design for adaptive RT strategies.    

Individualized plan adaptation has the potential to improve outcomes. Such an approach has been limited by the 

need to image during RT with MRI which has not been practical to date. Dedicated MRIgRT systems have recently emerged 

into practice [7, 8, 31-33]; their application for brain tumors has been considered by our group as an area of development. 

Before clinical implementation, several predicate studies were designed to evaluate this technology [9, 34]. Whereas the 

predicate studies focused on technology evaluation, the present study was clinically focused, aimed at understanding the 

temporal tumor dynamics during CRT, which have not been well characterized in the literature. The present trial represents a 

comprehensive prospective series looking at sequential MRI at multiple timepoints during CRT with methods specifically 

designed to evaluate GBM target dynamics as the primary endpoint. Our results suggest that dynamic tumor changes are 

highly variable across a patient cohort, and substantial morphological changes occur even in the presence of target volume 

regression. Across the cohort, GTV and CTV migrations were greater than 5mm, 10mm, and 15mm in 58%, 24%, and 8% of 

patients, respectively at some point during CRT. Migration distances could not be robustly predicted by target volumes; 

approximately a third of patients at each time point had major GTV or CTV migration, even in the presence of a decreasing 

Vrel. These combined results imply that the implications for margin reduction are significant, and support inter-fraction MR 

imaging to ensure consistent target coverage. 

Our results are consistent with the evidence to date evaluating tumor dynamics based upon a single mid-treatment 

MRI for patients receiving CRT for GBM. Compared with the pre-treatment MRI of 25 patients with newly diagnosed GBM, 
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Manon et al. observed that 80% of target volumes delineated on the mid-treatment scan would have had a geographic miss on 

the subsequent boost plan if it was assumed that the tumor volume does not change. Moreover, 27% were scored as a 

complete miss when defined as the portion of tumor beyond 2 cm of the initial GTV definition. Similarly, Tsien et al [6] 

performed an MRI at week 3 of CRT in 21 patients, with findings that support the observations of the current study that an 

overall decrease/stability in the GTV is seen during CRT. However, 25% of their cases showed an increase in the size of the 

GTV which dosimetrically would have led to a median under-dosing by the V95% by 10.8%. This group further evaluated 

functional diffusion maps and conventional radiologic response in a similar cohort, with MR imaging done at weeks 1 and 3 

during treatment [35]. Kim and Lim [4] reported their dynamics study according to a CT at week 5 of CRT in 19 patients. 

Again, a trend towards a decrease in size of tumor volume was noted, with potential geographic miss of tumor in 26.3% of 

cases. Furthermore, these results are broadly in agreement with Mehta et al who in a preliminary cohort of 4 patients treated 

on the Viewray system (Oakwood Village, OH, USA), reported a general trend of cavity volume reductions during 

radiotherapy with an increase in edema observed in one of the four patients [36]. Collectively, the data suggest the potential 

for individualized tumor monitoring and treatment plan adaptation as an area to pursue. Our study substantially contributes to 

the existing body of literature by including analyses of a comprehensive cohort of patients, with a finer sampling of MR 

imaging time points to deepen our understanding of tumor dynamics. We note that the underlying mechanism causing 

changes in dmigrate is multivariable; resolution of the surgical cavity, tumor progression (whether true or pseudo-progression), 

and normal central nervous system motion all potentially play a role. Future work as outcome data matures will evaluate 

these factors.  

The clinical implications of these imaging findings are compelling. First, our observation that 58% and 68% of 

patients had a dmigrate > 5mm for the GTV and CTV (Figure 3) suggests that with a trend towards a decrease in GTV/CTV 

volume, an isotropic volumetric margin of 3 to 5 mm for PTV is insufficient if to accommodate inter-fraction tumor 

dynamics. A significant proportion of patients would be potentially under-covered by the therapeutic RT dose, supporting the 

importance of inter-fraction plan adaptation to improve the accuracy of radiation delivery. Our data confirm that if we are to 

reduce the CTV, then it is critical to monitor these patients with MRIgRT during the 6 weeks of CRT to ensure target volume 

coverage. Recently, a 5 mm CTV with no PTV was applied to GBM patients in a Phase1/2 study for patients receiving a 5 

fraction treatment course [12], with results indicating promise both in clinical outcome and patient convenience. However, 

the short course of the investigated RT regimen, and noted volume changes seen between radiation planning and fraction 10 

in our study (relative to planning, GTV volume change of 59% - 137%), highlight the importance of soft tissue targeting 
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verification early in the fractionation schedule, when small treatment margins are utilized. Our planned clinical protocol is to 

apply a 5 mm CTV; however, in context of a 6 week course of CRT, with daily MRIgRT to an appropriate PTV with plan 

adaptation as changes in volume and migration distances are observed.  

Second, as GTV and CTV dynamics are co-related, strategies to adapt to changes in GTV morphology during RT 

will translate to improved coverage of the CTV. Given that the predominant pattern of volume change was a reduction in the 

GTV and CTV volumes (Figure 2) and the majority experience a decreasing Vrel with a minor dmigrate (Figure 4), the 

therapeutic impact of adaptive radiotherapy as the GTV shrinks will translate to a reduction in the volume of brain irradiated. 

As recently evaluated in a randomized trial [21], irrespective of the definition of CTV, the majority of clinical failures are 

seen within the 95% treatment isodose volume. Although analysis was limited by the absence of reported molecular features, 

using a smaller treatment volume approach resulted in significant improvements in PFS and OS and statistically superior 

quality of life outcomes. This study raises a serious question as to the deleterious effect of radiation in large volume therapy. 

Therefore, we surmise the potential to improve GBM patient outcomes by incorporating MRIgRT and adaptive RT to allow 

for safe reduction in treatment volumes. It is important to be mindful that a common pattern of volume and migration change 

was an increase in Vrel with a major dmigrate (Figure 4); in this worst-case clinical scenario there is potential to improve 

outcomes in these patients with MRIgRT adaptive RT as the dosimetric implications of small margin non-adaptive RT would 

likely be significant. 

Third, from Figure 2, the volume regression data quantified in this study suggests that the majority of target changes 

occur between Fx0 and Fx10, with no statistically significant change between Fx20 and P1M. Between the Fx0 and Fx10, 

absolute T1c GTV changed by a range of -33.2 to +33.2 cm3. Similarly, the GTV and CTV migration distance reached as 

high as 17.3 and 16.2 mm, respectively. These observations may be related to evolving post-operative and RT related 

changes dominant earlier in the course, as opposed to tumor related cellular changes likely more reflective of the later 

dynamics observed between Fx10 to Fx20. An initially identified driver of inter-fraction changes is the extent of surgical 

resection. A preliminary analysis of surgical extent with respect to target dynamics suggests that patients who underwent 

subtotal resection or biopsy had larger GTV volumes at planning, and higher Vrel and dmigrate during CRT (data not shown). 

This relationship, and other clinical and biologic factors which may influence cavity dynamics will be subject to further 

evaluation. In addition, the prognostic implications of the observed tumor dynamics at each time point will be reported as the 

outcome data mature to better inform these hypotheses. We chose to image at Fx20 as our second time point to allow 

sufficient time for potential observed volume changes to manifest, but also to provide significant time to allow for 
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meaningful plan adaptation. Ultimately, the ideal time points for imaging will be better clarified as we analyze our daily 

MRIgRT with the MRL. 

The central limitation of this study is the number of imaging time points; our observations will be validated and 

refined with daily images acquired on the MRL. Further limitations include the lack of dosimetric evaluation associated with 

these observed changes in context with known prognostic molecular features and treatment failure analysis, which is a 

specific future study direction of this patient cohort. While this study focused on T1c MRI to inform PTV margins, future 

direction with this patient cohort involve the utilization of multiparametric sequences, including chemical exchange 

saturation transfer (CEST) [37], magnetization transfer (MT) [38] and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) [27, 28], to 

inform the peritumoral CTV as opposed to a standard volumetric expansion. Online MR guided radiotherapy also enables the 

possibility of rapidly responding to high-risk tumor volumes identified by on-treatment functional imaging.  

Conclusion 

Clinically meaningful tumor dynamics were observed during chemoradiation for glioblastoma, which may have 

significant implications on appropriate treatment volume margins, and support the adoption of MR-guided radiotherapy. 

Ultimately, by incorporating and adapting to functional information and inter-fraction structural changes, patient-specific 

target definition and accuracy can be increased. The fundamental challenge is how to utilize these imaging and adaptation 

processes to improve the therapeutic ratio by developing techniques based on margin reduction or hypofractionation. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig 1: (a) Schematic illustration of the migration distance (dmigrate). The migration distance is the maximum linear distance (in 

three-dimensions) the target – either the GTV or CTV - deviates from its original Fx0 volume. In the illustration, the GTV at 

planning (Fx0; unfilled circle) and the GTV at a later timepoint (FxX; shaded ellipse) are depicted. (b) Combining minor 

(dmigrate ≤ 5 mm) and major (dmigrate > 5 mm) migration distances with decreasing (Vrel ≤ 1) and increasing (Vrel > 1) relative 

target volumes yields four distinct combinations as illustrated. 

 

Fig 2: Summary of GTV (a) and CTV (b) absolute (V) and relative (Vrel) changes. The violin plot at each time point in each 

subfigure delineates individual patient volumes (scatter points), probability density estimate (shaded region), mean (white 

line), and median (black line). The labelled outlier is depicted in detail in Figure 5(d). 

 

Fig 3: GTV (a) and CTV (b) migration distance (dmigrate) analysis. Eleven patients with 2 or more disease foci at any time 

point were excluded, leaving n = 50, 50, and 44 at Fx10, Fx20, and P1M. Left column: The violin plot at each time point 

delineates dmigrate for each patient (scatter points), symmetrical probability density estimate (shaded region), mean (white 

line), and median (black line). The outlier patients of the labelled scatter points are depicted in detail in Figure 5. Right 

column: Cumulative proportion of patients with the given dmigrate during radiotherapy; only Fx10 and Fx20 are included to 
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emphasize inter-fraction effects. For example, 58% and 66% of patients in this study had a dmigrate > 5 mm for the GTV and 

CTV, respectively, at Fx10 and/or Fx20. 

 

Fig 4: Relationship between the GTV (a) and CTV (b) migration distance (dmigrate) and respective relative volume (Vrel) at 

Fx10 (left column), Fx20 (middle column), and P1M (right column). Individual points delineate the migration distance and 

relative volume of a single patient. Eleven patients with 2 or more disease foci at any time point were excluded, leaving a 

total of n = 50, 50, and 44 at Fx10, Fx20, and P1M, respectively. The labelled outliers are illustrated in further detail in the 

respective subfigure of Figure 5. 

 

Fig 5: Axial slices of five patients at Fx0, Fx10, Fx20 and P1M illustrating patient-specific serial GTV changes. The Fx0 

GTV is denoted in white; this contour is also interpolated post-registration to non-planning (Fx10, Fx20, and P1M) images 

for comparison purposes (due to this interpolation, this contour may appear slightly different on the non-planning images). 

The GTV at Fx10, Fx20, and P1M is shown in red.  
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Table 1:  Patient Characteristics 

 

Variable N=61 
Median Age in Years (Range)  56    (19-69) 
Sex 
     Male 
     Female 

 
38    (62%) 
23    (38%) 

Resection Type 
     Gross Total 
     Subtotal 
     Biopsy 

 
18    (30%) 
35    (57%) 
8      (13%) 

Tumor Location 
     Frontal 
     Parietal 
     Temporal 
     Occipital 
     Thalamus 
     Cerebellum 

 
17    (28%) 
11    (18%) 
24    (39%) 
3      (5%) 
5      (8%) 
1      (2%) 

MGMT (O6-methylguanine-DNA methyl-transferase) status 
     Methylated 
     Unmethylated 
     Unknown 

 
24    (39%) 
27    (44%) 
10    (16%) 

IDH-1 (Isocitrate dehydrogenase 1) Status 
     Mutant 
     Wild-Type 
     Unknown 

 
3      (5%) 
57    (93%) 
1      (2%) 

Median Days from Surgery to Pre-Treatment (Fx0) MRI (Range) 19.5 (6-34) 
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the migration distance (dmigrate). 
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Figure 2: GTV and CTV Absolute and Relative Volume Changes 
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Figure 3: GTV and CTV Migration Distance (dmigrate) Analysis 
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Figure 4: Relationship Between the GTV and CTV Migration Distance Relative Volume at Each Timepoint. 
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Figure 5: Illustrative Patient-Specific Serial GTV Changes 
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